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aeronautics  junior,  looks 
on as Frank Scholf 
collects  from
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 to 50 cents
 at SJSU 
came as 
a surprise































 the first 
school 






and have a 
nice  day," 
Schoff
 called out

























one day. My 
budget's tight 
already,  but 
parking's  just










said  Brenda 




major,  when 
asked





 used to paying
 
25
 cents a day:
 I can't afford








commuters  are 
students or 





 at the 
Seventh  
Street  and Ninth 
Street garages 
from now






















































There will be a lot of shuffling of SJSU faculty 
and staff in 
the next few years while the 
temporary  buildings on 
campus are torn down. 
All 







"lettered" temporary buildings eventually will be moved 
into
 other buildings, but there is plenty of room 
for 
all  the 
anticipated 
displaced  persons, according to
 
Handel  
Evans, associate vice president of Facilities Planning. 
Despite that, Evans said  the moves will be "rough." 
"It's hard to leave





 in crummy quarters." 
And a lot of homes
 must be left behind. 
When one person moves from one building to another, 
there are 
likely to be a string 




-in the wake 




 13 people were affected 
by
 the single 




















in the Administration 
Building.  A host of 
administrators, 
including
 Academic Vice President 
Hobert Burns, Evans arid 
















 Faustina, affirmative 
action  coordinator, said 
he 
first heard 
about  the 




"I had no 
choice,"
 Faustina said.










 the dean of undergraduates.  
"What




with is the process 







was  assured 
by Evans
 





















































 to look  
further 














second floor of 
the 
Journalism






























































 said he has 
given  up one third 
of
 the space he 
occupied in the 
Administration 
Building,  an extra 
mail  
stop, a 
close -by copy 
machine,  and privacy









moves  and 
expects this sort of 
"space game" 
shuffle


















"We try very 
hard  to 
accommodate,
 but there's 
always
 
sonic inconvenience - 
its a trade-off," he said. 
Evans said people
 involved in 
moves  are given 
the
 
opportunity  to voice 
their  concerns, but 
that
 eventually 
the final word is his. 
-It isn't a 
decision made 
lightly,"
 Evans said. 
"Somebody  has to 
make a management




Trustees office in Long 
Beach,  




 debt reduction on 
current garages and allocations for 
building future facilities. 
Since all campus parking 
operations are self-supporting. 
according to Carol Thompson, 
associate administrative analyst for 
the board, a question remains as to 
how much extra revenue earmarked 
for parking 
expansion  SJSU can 
expect from the 
increase. 
Due to the 
cost  of building new 
garages, which is 
64,875 per parking 
space  according to 
Thompson,  a new 
2,100-space garage,
 the size of the 
current
 garages on 
Ninth and 
Seventh  streets, would 




Because of the overwhelming 
cost of building new facilities, the 
board awards
 allocations for ex-
pansion on a 
proportional  basis. This 
means smaller schools should have 
an even chance with larger schools 
for the 
expansion  dollar. 
In her
 welcoming speech to 
faculty and staff last 
week,  SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton said the 
university will go before the board's 
Campus Planning Committee during 
its Sept. 18-19 meeting, requesting 
funds for a four story, 1,200-space 
garage on Fourth and E. San Carlos 









 changes in the 
near future





























































been made to add 
92 
permit parking spaces 





spaces  to 215 
when  work 





process  will 
not 
begin  until "at least
 December" 
for lot 

















by Erin A. Hallissy 
New minimum and maximum 
Student -Faculty Ratios (SFR's) 
have met with protest from Dr. 
Carlene Young, chairwoman 
of the 
Afro-American  Studies Department. 
SFR's
 are important because 
they determine the size of classes. If 
a department has 
a high SFR, it 
means the 
classes




assigned a minimum/maximum 
ratio of 23.0/27.0, one of the highest 
SFR's  in the university, although it 
is one of the smallest departments 
with a full-time equivalent
 faculty 
allocation of 5.60. 
Young called the ratio "unfair 
and unrealistic." saying depart-
ments that have much 
larger  
faculties,
 such as History, 
Psychology and Economics are 
assigned lower SFR's. 
In the School of Social Sciences. 
only the Political Science Depart-
ment was
 assigned a ratio higher 
than Afro-American Studies. Its 
ratio is 24.0/26.0. 
A 
subcommittee
 of the 
enrollment 
patterns committee 
assigned .the SFR's to all the 
departments in the university. 
Academic
 Planning Dean John 
Foote,  chairman of the committee, 
said the assignments are not final, 
and a hearing will be held later this 
semester to determine if there will 
be changes. 
"It's very possible changes 
will 
be made," he said. "The committee 
certainly was not absolutely 
adamant  in the allocations." 
Raba  were based on the ac-
complishments of the departments, 
what other departments are doing 
and other  qualitative factors, ac-
cording to Foote. 
One of the reasons for the high 
SFR for the Afro-American Studies 
Department is it offers a large 
number of lecture classes which can 




Young conceded that there are 
a 
lot of lecture classes in Afro-
American Studies, but said that is 













Foote:  "Looking at 
figures 
throughout 
the  entire 
university,




bizarre  when 
one sees that only 
Health Sciences 
( 23.5/27.5)




 this matter to 
your attention in the hope you may 
see without equivocation - in most 
graphic terms - how unfair, biased, 
and discriminatory the formula is in 
implementation." 
If cutbacks need to be made 
throughout the 
university, Young 
said she could 
understand  if all 
departments were 
required to have 
high SFR's, but "I don't 
understand  
why we are required 
to
 carry the 
load when we're such a small 
department." 
 




by Karen Boling 
Two "broken" 
solar wings on 
Hoover Hall are causing a 35 percent 
reduction in the amount of solar -
heated water 
available to its 
residents. The wings have been 
defective  since they were installed 
in 19  76  "The manufacturer of the faulty 
equipment promised to replace the 
faulty panels, but 
has  not," said 
Douglas Beaman, 
director for the 
Center for Solar 
Energy Ap-
plications at SJSU. 
One -sixth of the entire solar 
surface. 
or
 1,500 feet, is defective. 
This is 
why  Hoover's water is only 35 
percent solar heated,
 contrasting 
sharply with the other 
dorms, which 
can depend on 
solar  energy for 70 




were paid for by 
SJSU, which saw 
them as an "economic" project.
 
The project was eventually 
supposed  to pay for itself by heating 
water in three SJSU 
dormatories. 




they were expected to 
reach the break-even
 point in 14 
years. However, Beaman 
said,  it 
will probably 
take closer to 20 years 
before enough money is saved 
by 
solar heating to pay for the initial 
cost. 
Beaman is quick to point out the 
purpose of the project is twofold. 
Besides providing hot water for 
the dormitories, it is also a learning 
experience, especially for the en-
vironmental studies students
 
directly involved with the program. 
They helped to design and install it 
in 
1975-76. 
The program is a learning
 tool 
for anyone who is 
interested  in solar 
heating. Beaman said. In fact, P G 
and E is acutely interested in the 




Department that they would not 
have been able to 
afford  otherwise. 
"They are very interested in 
solar heating." Beaman
 said. they 
want to know what's going on." 
Other minor 
problems,
 such as 
an occasional lack of maintenance of 





Beaman says, the project is doing 
well and has not had more difficulty 
than conventional construction 
projects. "The project's still there, 








by Stephen Cohodas 
A memo
 poking a not -so-subtle jab at 
Howard  Jarvis 
circulated around the 
English
 Denartment last week. 
The 300 -word quip proposed
 that civil servants of 
California construct
 a monument to the tax 
revtlt
 on the 
hills surrounding 




"To the man who 
helped close all those noisy fire 
stations and schools, the 
effort  of building parks or 
providing  public swimming lessons
 for our kids ... We 
propoze the construction of 
the Howard Jarvis Public 
Relief 
Station," the memo 
stated.
 
The planners suggest 
state workers prime a "special
 
fund"  in preparation for the 
revolt  leader's demise. Over 
his grave
 they envision "a handsome 
10
-seater that will 
serve Californians 
for generations to 
come"  as the ideal 
perch. 
"It will be a 
station  on stilts, one 
that  can be raised as 
the 
monument  to 
Howard  
beneath




 it would 











monument  is 
largi :nough,
 
we could commission 
a sculptor to carve 
Howard's
 face in 
it, to have our own Mt. 
Rushmore





 claim as the
 
greatest aspect to 
their zealous campaign
 is the 
memorial's status as a pay station. 
"We 
plan to charge users 61 for 
the privilege of being 
able to say, 
'Here's one on 
Howard!'  And Howard 
probably 
would rest easier knowing
 that he was providing 
the 
taxpayers of California 





Jarvis  could not be 
reached  for comment
 but his 
executive director, 
Harvey  Englander, 
labeled
 the memo 
"absurdity"
 and said it is 
another  example of 
confusing 
"facts with fantasies." 
"These people
 not only have bad 
taste," he said, 
"they are 180 degrees 
in the wrong direction of 
being  
informed of the facts about Proposition 13." 
Few public job
 losses have resulted from the tax 
revolt, he said, and no schools
 have been forced to close 
their doors. 
"It's not Proposition 13," Englander said. "It's the 





















 too can 




hit  in three easy 
steps. In half 
the time it 
takes to put 
on
 your ultra -
tight disco 
pants or 
dress,  you'll 
have a 
million selling 
disco  disc. 
STEP 
ONE: 





































































Never  let 
anyone
 say that 
disco  
writers 
aren't  creative. 
The real 
talent comes
 when the 
writer  takes a 
basic 
disco  word 
and adds 
something 
new to it. 
For 




"get  down" to 
form many different
 'And original 
phrases:  get 
down










 and get up
-get 
down -shake
 your body down




If you are 
really  feeling 
creative  
and have an 
extra 10 minutes. 
write  
a little story 
for the disco 
hit. 
Remember, 
never  lose track 
of the 
four  basic 
themes.
 Write a 
story  
about 
picking up a 
girl  at a disco 
( 
"Do  Vs Think 
I'm
 Sexy?", or 
about a girl 
whose mother is upset 
because the girl is 
having
 sex at age 
16 ( "Shame"). 
STEP THREE: Select 
a gim-
mick. Choose from 





 bell ringing, 
and a singer screaming 
"Oh baby" 
in the background.
 Remember, you 
don't have to use more
 than one 
gimmick. Donna Summer won in-
stant 
disco  success by moaning 
-Love to love 
you baby" and 
grunting before, 
during,
 and after 
the phrase. 
My last piece of advice is to 
find 
the right atmosphere to write your 
disco hit. Great writers have always 
found places of inspiration for their 






many of the settings in Pushlcin's 
works. Robert Louis Stevenson drew 
inspiration from picturesque 
Monterey. 
There are many places right 
here in San Jose to inspire your disco 
hit. Walk down to First Street and 
take a tour of the area. Look into an 
adult bookstore. Watch a peep show, 
or to get the 
right  mood, watch a full 
length film 
at
 a porno theater. 
If all this 
fails, forget about 
writing a 
new song. Take an old song 
like "Bridge Over 
Troubled  Waters" 
and set it to a disco rhythm. 
(No
 
joke. It's really been done. I 
I may be exaggerating, but not 
by much. Face it, popular lyrics 
have come a long way from "I Want
 
to Hold Your Hand" to disco 
hits  like 
"Push Push in the Bush." 
Disco songs are frequently pleas 
for sex. When Cher sings "Take Me 





















































 I remember 
the positive 
feeling  created by 
her song "I Am 
Woman." 
The song stood as a 
statement





Reddy's  latest 
song
 is the 
disco hit 
"Make  Love 
to
 Me." It's 
hard to take 
anyone 
seriously
 a hen 
thousands 
of
 people each 
day  listen 
to that 
person  sing 
"Make
 love to 
me." 
Now don't get me wrong. I don't 
have anything against sex. I'm not 
really sure that I object to sex in 
popular music. I just don't un-
derstand why sex 
seems to be a 
required 
part of a disco hit. Have we 
become
 a nation so dissatisfied and 
so pessimistic about the future that 
we seek the instant gratification 
disco songs suggest we should have? 
I really don't know. 
And what 
does this editorial 
have to say 
about  me? Am I 
a 
pervert  for noticing 
all the sexual 
terms  in disco songs, or 
am I a prude 
for 




 I'm not sure.
 
I hope I 
haven't
 put anyone 
in a 




 when you'll get 
the 
fever, get down
 on the floor, 
and 
boogie 'til you 




I have just 
read  the article on 
the Spartan Stadium's "Mess" and 
have  only one question for reporter 
Hastings. Are the tickets for the 
concert sold as general admission 
tickets
 or are they reserved seat 
tickets? There is a 
tremendous  
difference between the two. 
When someone buys a 
reserved  
seat ticket he is 
guaranteed  a seat, 
and knows as a fact exactly where it 
is. However,  a general admission 
ticket guarantees only that the 
holder will be admitted into the 
concert. No 
mention
 of a seat or its 
location is 
made.  With this type of 
ticket, the only way
 one can get a 
front row seat
 is by one: lining up at 
the entrance
 one day before the 
concert 
or two: fight your way 
through 
the  crowd at the beginning 
of the 
show.  
If the seats 
were  sold as 
reserved seat 
tickets
 there would be 
no lining 
up at the entrance 
ahead  of 
time, nor
 would there be 
such  a 
degree of litter. 
The reason
 general admission 
tickets are 
sold is because 
more 
money can be made
 selling all 
tickets at one high 
price rather than 
at a price 
commensurate
 with their 
location. 
I feel a majority
 of the blame 
falls on those 
responsible
 for selling 
the tickets, 
not those forced
 to wait  
in line for 






 of the 
insensitive 




care  more about 
money than 
the 
feelings  of the 
concert
 goers and 
the 















 contributes to 
rumors that I 
am



















 a two 
year






received.  And that is all 
there was. 
2. 
There  was no 




were  made. That sounds
 terrible. I 
wish
 you would 
maintain
 your usual 





wanted to make 
something innocent 
sound awful.
 I will 
show  
you  the 

































state that they did. The 
woman 
who 
organized  all the 
complaints
 took
 an incomplete - but 
only























again  in writing that what I did was 
wrong, but that I did not perceive it 
to be wrong at the time. Still, no one 
who knows what is involved thinks 
that my career should be destroyed 
on account of it 
5. I do not "blame 
the women 
for being politically motivated." I 
think that it is good to be politically 
motivated. What I said was
 
that I 
thought that the complaints, in part, 
expressed a deep anger - an anger 
which 
existed independent of me and 
which was legitimate. 
I am sorry for the distress which 
I have caused - whether directly or 
indirectly. At the same time, I see 
myself as a decent person suffering 
a great deal for mistakes which 
were not intentional. Who is 
responsible for my suffering? Whose 
pain  is greatest? 
Phil Jacklin 
Associate 
Professor  of Philosophy 
Editor's note: 
Items
 1. 2 and 3 
of Professor 





















begins,  so 
does a new



























 of past 
governments  




 the next year 
will  see 
less 
of this (it's 















 rate is 
remarkable)
 seems to 











progress  of this 
group ensemble 
remains
 to be seen. 
Credit should be 
given to the AS 
officers. 
President  Nancy 
Mc-
Fadden




 ideals - she does what she thinks 
best.  This attitude 
'-"if  you can't 
please everyone 
you've  got to please 
yourself" 
- which has been wishy-
washed by 
past leaders, should 
make 
Nancy  one of the few school 
presidents
 who hasn't been a joke. 
Juvencia Romo, Fazel 
Fazelbhoy and
 Cello Lucero perform
 
equally as well. 
Celio especially 
deserves
 praise for 
his  initial work 
as 
attorney  general, 




in the past ( but
 
kicks ass
 on a 
resume).
 
I feel it is 
my



























of scope is 
beyond 
our 
control.  We 
have
 tilted at 
win-
dmills long enough. 
2) I will approve 
AS
 funding for 
a school club or 
organization
 only if 
their current 
constitution
 and roster 
of officers is registered
 in the 
Student Programs 'office. The 
only
 
exception to this case are those
 
students who have joined together
 
for a 
unique effort - e.g., 
an in -class 
project





3 ) The 





 will be given 
my vote 
preference






forestalled, I will 
not refrain from 
voting 
simply
 because I am 
a 
member  of a group involved in 
an 
issue. 
5 ) A 
club, organization or in-
dividual should not
 feel I will be 
prejudiced 





 out and 
presented,  and is 




there  is an excellent
 chance I will 
vote





 me at the
 AS 
office  if there are 
any  questions. The
 
number is 277-3201.


















































reporter.  I 
am
 
happy  to 



























































































































































































































they  finally 
reach an 
agreement.  
The  cat 
will  ask 
questions  over 
the phone 
and the 
mouse  will 

















run-around for no apparent reason. 
The fact is, I was 
planning to portray 
this government
 agency very 
positively.
 
It is exciting to think that with 
my week-old title of reporter
 I was 
able
 to shake the walls of a huge 





 be met with such an 
unfriendly attitude. Such 
behavior 
suggests they 
have  something to  
hide. 
I was
 a harmless, innocent 
college reporter. Now, with a 
part
 of 




 than ever 
to be a 
good reporter.
 I never 
thought
 I'd be 

















































 be submitted at the 
Daily
 office ( JC 
208 between 9 a.m. 
and 5 pm. weekdays or by mail to 
the Forum Page, do the Spartan 
Daily, San Jose State 
University,  125 
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 
95192.  
All letters
 must include the writer's 
signature,
 major, class standing, 
address and telephone number. Only 
the name, major and class standing 
will be printed. 
The 
Spartan
 Daily reserves the right 
to edit for length, style, invasion of 
privacy and libel. 
The Spartan Daily reserves the right 
to limit the number of letters on a 
given topic after a 
sufficient  amount 
of comment has appeared. 
Forum 
The intent of the Svirtan Daily 
Forum Page 
is to present a variety 
of viewpoints on issues affecting  the 
university
 community. 
Comments, columns and editorials 





reflect  the 
position  of 
the  
Daily. Opinion columns express the 












































mail. The sooner 



































































 relations in 
















his  new 
position in 





hard,"  he said, 
likening






 football team. 








are facing while 
coming  up with 
solutions.  
I see my job 




















 to the 
Air Force 
Institute  of Technology in Dayton,
 Ohio,
 where 
he served as 









in the Air Force,
 headed the cost 
estimates  








leaving to head 
the 





at Texas A and M's school of business 
administration  until 
1968. 
Coleman
 served as dean of the school of business 
administration  and economics at California State 
University at 
Fullerton



















 as the 
reasons
 for turning 
the  Fullerton 
department
 into "one 
of the toughest




 to continue that 
management effort
 at 
SJSU,  where he 
plans
 to "make sure 
we
 provide effective 
service
 to the campus 
with the resources
 we have." 
"I've 
never  had a job 
where I haven't 
enjoyed a 
challenge and I 
hope San Jose State 
will continue that 
challenge." 




admits  he 
must face is the
 prxess of 
familiarizing
 himself with 
the 
job he took over on Aug. 15. 
"I have to 
catch up to San 





Coleman  said. "There 
is a need for 
reorganization  on this side 
of
 the house and a 
need
 for faster data flow 
systems,  dealing mainly 
with 
accuracy 
and  timing. We're not 












a concern for efficiently
 admitting and 
processing
 students," he said. "We 
need
 to develop better 
means of 




 student processing Coleman
 was not too 
impressed with 
was  last week's advanced 
registration
 at 
SJSU. Coleman, who was 
not impressed with the long 
registration lines," said he milled 
around with students 
and felt 
more  people were needed to ease 
the process. He 
suggested future 
computerized  registration as well 
as
 the 
possibility of mail -in registration. 
Another challenge 
Coleman will face is the parking 
situation at SJSU. He questioned whether it was an un-
solvable problem or not, but advised commuters to 
remain calm for the time being. 
-People are going to have to be patient," Coleman 
said, when asked what he had to say
 to students who face a 
100 percent increase in daily parking fees this semester. 
"Some things aren't going 
ts
 benefit them," he said. 
"It's like increasing the price of gasoline to $1 a gallon  
the price goes up, but you don't get any better quality 
gasoline, do you? Greater ease of access isn't going to 
happen." 
Looking into the fiscal future of SJSU, Coleman stated 
it is sound, although the school is going through
 difficult 
times at the moment. 
"With enrollment problems, the effects of Proposition 
13, and the state freeze on employees' salaries, we might 
have trouble attracting the caliber of people we want," 
Coleman said. 
"Our budget will provide the quality level of in-
struction necessary,
 but help from the business com-












 "We must 
convince the 
community
 we have a 















 to give students














by Mark Robert Henry 
Dr. Mary Bowman, the new interim dean of the School 
of Applied Arts and Sciences,  said last week she is "op-
timistic" about her job, but intends to be "somewhat 
cautious" about making decisions. 
One of her immediate concerns
 is to study the 
departments
 where student enrollment has dropped 
and  
then make decisions to 




the departments of Human Per-
formance. Administration of 
Justice  and Home 

























professor  and 
professor are screened by 
committees
 in their 
department, 
school, and 
for the entire 
university.  
The president makes the 
final decision. 
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Associa-
ted Students, the 
Universit)  Ad-
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academic  year. 
$15 
Each 
semester, $7.50 Off-campt.s  
price
 












School of Science: Jean 
Beard, natural science; 
Charles Porter and Ronald 





School of Social 
Science: 
Milton  Andersen, 
James Hawkins and 
Robert  Zaslow. 
psychology:
 Terry 














School of Applied Arts 
and Sciences: Barbara 
Christensen and Vauden 






















and Stephen Kennedy, 
industrial and systems 
engineering. 
School of Science: 
Michael 
Kutilek,  biological 
science; 





















Simpson,  Celia 
Bakke, 
Sandra 




I.oren  Molieri, 
Bernice 
Redfern 
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Bowman fills the position of interim 
dean, left vacant 
when Dr. Stanley Burnham 
accepted the post of vice 
president for academic affairs
 at Northern Montana 
College at Havre, Mont. 
After Burnham left, SJSU President Gail Fullerton 
called a 
meeting  of department heads of the School of 
Applied Arts
 and Sciences to nominate a successor. 
At that July 3 meeting, Bowman, who served as 
chairwoman of  the 
Department  of Human Performance. 
and Dr. Richard Whitlock, dean of undergraduate
 studies. 
were nominated for the interim dean post. 
The department heads 
expressed their concern
 that 
the new interim dean should: 
"Have
 a good sense of the whole 
university, not by 
parochial. 
"Be aware of funding
 prospects, including outside 
grants. 
"Have the strength to provide cohesiveness. 
"Maintain the growth of the school." 
These suggestions WM quoted 1.), F'ullerton in a July 
10 memorandum issued to the department heads. 
Fullerton then appointed Bowman as interim dean of 
the School of Applied 
Arts and Sciences. 
"Dr. Bowman
 has the stature in the university 
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At Bank of America. we 
study student banking needs. 
And we've designed our 
Money  Convenience  
System' 
t) ) help 
meet  them.
 





, ',sample, our free MoneyTransfer 
service is great if you're getting 
money from home. With  it. funds 
Cat; be automatically transferred 
on a regular basis from one Bank 
of Amenca checking or savings 






credit. We have 
a wide variety of 









checkwritir,g  for lust 
$1.00
 a month for the r, ne 
month  
school war.  And no service charge 









help you establish credit while you're 
still in school. It's available to 




higher who qualify 
It's free and easy financial 
information
 OUT Consumin 
Information
 Reports cover 
,,  t 
of 


























 walk ill' 
drive up windotks 
available  at most 
branches 
- just in case 
i class.", 
during  our 
regular
 
ht runs And. since 




than any other bank, we're'
 probabk 
nearby. 
So come in and 
get  to knov, 
The Finance Maim And you'll 
get 
to know easier 
student banking  
r,,,  
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by J.S. Whaley 
Wanted: Someone with the 
ability and knowledge to 
install 
basic  wiring. Can 







barter  system? 
That
 is exactly 
what  is 
happening










The  program 
was  
developed
 two and 
one-half  
years 
ago  by the 
Senior  
Services Center in 
response





work that they could
 not 
afford  to have 
done







 for the 
program,  the 
skill swap-
ping has
 worked out 
very 







is designed to 
help the 
elderly,
 one of 
the two  
persons
 involved in 
the 
swap 
must be a 
senior
 
citizen.  The other 
half
 of 




swaps  many times 
are 
"one-shot
 deals," but 
just as 




































































































a kit which 
holds a 
container  in 
which a 
completed  medical 
form is 
placed. 
A twist tie 
secures  the 
vial to the top 
shelf of the 
refrigerator or 
the top shelf 
of the 
medicine

































 have a 
head  start 
in 
treating  an 
individual
 
























































active  and 
aren't 
involved  























about  65 to 70 





Alexis  Olds, 
Administrator  of 





























information on the 
form be 
updated every six 
months. 
Based on supply and 
inventory. 
Rylander 
estimates  40.000 Vial of 
Life kits 
have been 
distributed in the county. 
As of yet, the two-year -
old program is restricted to 
the county after starting in 
a San Jose Ambulance 
Service. 
-Don't send
 a vial to 
your folks 
in Penn-
sylvania," she warned. 




 program has 
a wider distribution. 
Originally a project of 
a Chicago community, 
WhistleSTOP is in effect in 
cities throughout the 
country and is supported
 








whistle, a break 
away
 
chain, a window 
sticker  





Not only is the 
whistle 
used if a person
 fears 
possible attack,





 the fact. 
said  Dave 
Silva, unit 











 could also 






could  not 


























and explain its 
use. 
Like the Vial
 of Life, 
the whistle 
provides  a 
secure feeling,




 program has 
been  in effect, 
documented
 
testimony proves its 
value.  




fectiveness of the 
program: In areas where 
WhistleSTOP
 has been 
heavily 
implemented,  
street crime, rape, purse 
snatching and robberies 
have
 decreased. Much of 
the value of 
WhistleSTOP 
is in the sense of security it 
gives to the participants. 
By 
wearing the whistle, it 
helps them 
overcome fear 
from street crime." 
Nina 
Beauchamp  and 
the Council on 
Aging  have 
been responsible for 
distributing over 13,000 
whistlePACS in the Bay 
Area. 
Beauchamp,  a 
recent Senior Queen of 
Santa Clara County, works
 
out of her home and per-
sonally delivers many of 
the whistles. 
During the rash of 
attacks
 on women at SJSU 
two 
years ago,  she gave 
talks on 
campus on the use 
of the whistle. 
At that time, many of 
the whistles went to coeds 




declined. Silva said. 
Silva urges that 
students wear the whistle. 
Its break away chain keeps 
it from being used to 
strangle the wearer and is 
ideal for women involved in 
a sexual assault. 
WhistleSTOP 
packs 
are available for $1.25 at `7,t. 
James Senior Center, 
1N --
N. 
Third St. and at the 
Senior Services Center, 525 
W.
 Alma Ave. 
The Vial of Life kits
 are 
available free at Say -On 
Drug 
Stores,  the Depart-
ment of Public Health, 2220 
Moorpark  Ave., and at 
many senior services 


















young  woman 
wanted to learn
 how to  
make
 lace. We 
found  an 80-
year
-old  lady who 
was  able 
to 
remember
 how to 
do it." 







works a garden 
now, and















































"I really enjoy the 
program," Frey said, "I 























young  lady, as 
part of 
her  SJSU 
senior  
recreation class,
 adopted a 





 of the 






that she went through
 the 
expense and effort to 
help
 
her move into a rest home. 




storing some of her 
grandmother's 
possessio-




hidden away and forgotten 
about. 
Because of the 
students' 
help,  the elderly 
lady was able 
to have some 
dental work done that she 
could not have afforded 
otherwise. 
The program has had 
"its ups and downs over the 
years," Wills said. 
"It has 
taken a lot 
of




The  initial 






and offerings of each. 
It 
didn't 




moving away and 
many
 
participants did not 
make 
their needs clear to the 
other party, Hills said. 
"Now I talk to each 
party first and make sare 
the 
swap  area is defined. 
Both people know what to 
expect." 
The swap is also set 
up 
so that a large 





program is beneficial in 
that it keeps many seniors 
and young people alike 
from feeling lonely, Hills 
said.  
"The
 program also 
helps to break 
down  the 
stereotype  of a 
senior 
citizen. People are finding 
out that the idea 
of a senior 
being infirm, hard 
of 
hearing 
and shut away 
from the outside 
workd is 
simply not at all true." 
Anyone interested in 
participation
 in the Swap -
A
-Skill  program can check 
with 
Marilyn Hills at 
525W.
 
Alma St., Monday through 
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3 





Jesse Frey,  a 
particular




clearing  out a garden 






 raises are canned or 
frozen, and shared











 of Continuing 
Education  and is open to 
the public. The course will 
be held on campus as part 
of the Certificate in Legal 
Assistant Studies program. 
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 class will he 
taught by Mark 
Pierce,
 a 




 Sept. 10 
through
 Dec. 17,
 0:30 to 















































Sun 'N Soil 
is a full - service 





















 who are specialists in 








with  the student 
on 
a tight
 budget in mind 
Visit Sun N Soil 










STORE  AND 
RESTAURANT
 
245 E. Santa Clara
 
at  6th 
One  block



























-Lecturing is kind of a racket of 
inine," said 










and for 30 
years the "roving 
editor" of The Progressive 
magazine. Mayer 
spoke  to a campus 
community gathering of about 35 at 
St. Paul's M2thodist Church last 
Wednesday  evening. 
In an hour-long sampling 
of his 
racket. titled "Confessions of a 
Cultist," Mayer commented on what 
he described as the general 
hopelessness
 and loneliness of 
present society 
which drives people 
to find happiness through religious,  
social 




or betrayed us," Mayer 
said. "These 
melancholy 










since  the 
Industrial
 
Revolution.  Looking about
 us, we 
see almost at once that our mar-
velous technology has conspired to 
separate us 
one  from another and 
fragment society into irreducable 
pieces." 
Dressed like a Harvard 
professor of 
the '40s in black 
suit and 
bow tie. Mayer went on to describe 
how fearful and helpless individuals 
turn to whomever they tin find for 
leadership. 
He cited such diverse
 names as 




Elvis Presley and 




 such as 
American 
presidents,
 offer the 
masses little 
besides  "mind -
boggling banalities"
 like Jimmy 
Carter's "Say 
something  good about 
America" or 
John  F. Kennedy's 
"Ask not what
 your country can 
do 
for you, but
 what you can do for your 
country." 
To
 support his 
claims,
 Mayer 




 under Hitler, 
which  he wrote 
about in his 
book,  
"They




 to the 
People's Temple which he said 
"statistically could 
have been a 
Parent Teacher
 Association." 
"A 12 -year -old Jewish 
girl  sat 
with her mother and a Quaker 
friend  
looking at a newsreel of a Nazi 
Party  
rally that had just taken place 
in 
Nuremburg," Mayer said. "The 
year  was 1935. A hundred thousand, 
two hundred thousand, five hundred 
thousand impassioned voices and 
joyful hands upraised on the screen. 
And the little girl said to 
her mother, 
'Oh, mother, if I weren't
 a Jew I'd be 
a 
Nazi.'" 
In the case of People's Temple, 
Mayer 
contended  the 
Jones






 to die than 
surrender
 to the forces 
























"Capitalism is an intolerable 
disorder
 in which every man's hand 
is raised against every other," 
Mayer said. "The better it works, 
the worse it is because its first 
principle is bad. Even the invariable 
perversion
 of socialism, as we see it 
in the so-called Communist world, is 
better than capitalism because the 
principle it perverts is a 
better 
principle." 
Though he spoke slowly 
and at 
times a bit scholarly, Mayer kept his 
audience attentive with his pointed 
comments and wry humor. He at-
tributed his constant traveling, in 
which he has guest lectured in 
Frankfurt, Paris, Prague as well as 
being a working journalist in both 
eastern and western Europe and 
Japan, to his 
family
 motto of, "If 












The Cornell Hurd Baud - 
Friday at 9 p.m. S.U. 
Ballroom. $1.50 advance, 
$2.50 
at
 the door. Sponsored 
by the 
AS Program Board. 
Martin Mull - At 8 p.m. 
Friday at Flint Center, 
Cupertino. 
Keystone Palo Alto - 
Friday: Sunnyland Slim. 
Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson
 
and Nick Gravenites.  
Saturday: 
Jim Messina. 

















































- New Wave 
Paintings
 by Lucy. 
Childs.
 




Through  Sept. 28. Gallery 
hours
 Monday through 
Friday 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
 
Wednesday and 
Thursday  6 










































































"Wizards." Animated film 
by John Bakshi. Tonight, 7 
and 10.
 Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. 
Camera  One - Tonight: 
-Notorious"  and The 
Lady Vanishes," both 





The  French films 
The
 Toy" and "Small 
Change." 











by Scott Mace 
SJSU is 
undergoing a building bust. 
Over the next few years, 15 buildings will topple as 
SJSU tries to overcome a 
space crunch. 
Handel Evans, associate executive vice president of 
Facilities Planning, said that all temporary buildings 
must be torn down. In 1972, by mandate of the California 
State University and Colleges trustees, all such buildings 
were condemned. 
The current tenants of these buildings are slowly 
being relocated to existing buildings. Evans said. 
Building V. located on Tenth Street, will fall sometime 
in October, according to Evans. 
Currently, Building V is occupied by part of the 
Counseling
 Center and Upward Bound, a program which 
assists disadvantaged 
high  school students before they 
enter college. 
The Counseling Center will be moving into offices next 
to its present space in the Administration Building
 when 
remodeling is finished 
in October. 
Upward Bound will relocate at that time, Evans 
said.  
He said relocating is "a complicated process, and it 
takes a longtime." 
Two buildings 
used  by the Biological Sciences 
Department as experimental labs, will be the next to fall.  
The buildings are on Ninth Street between the new 
Cor-
poration Yard and the Business Tower. 
After these buildings are removed, 88 new 
employee 
parking
 spaces will be added to the present 
lot in that 
area. 
Last week the 
Mexican  American Studies building 
was razed. Evans said 
the most decrepit temporary 
buildings are 
being  removed first. 
"Maintenance costs on these buildings exceed their 
value over a period 
of time," Evans said. 
The state college system paid $5,500 for the demolition 
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intern at the A.S. 


















Apply now for a 



















Other  structures on the 





N. 0, Q, R, SS,
 U. X, and Z. 
The School 
of
 Social Work occupies
 Building BB. Afro 
American 
Studies
 resides in DD. 
The  Alumni Association
 
is located in FF 
and the Housing Office in Building 
G. 
The 
Department  of Foreign 
Languages
 is in Buildiing 
N. New 
College is next 
door  in 0. 
Career Planning
 and Placement 






 resides in 
Building  R. 
Building
 U contains 
African  Studies and 
Women's 
Studies.  The Housing 
Office occupies X. 
Health  Science 
occupies Building Z. 
A new parking 
garage,  with 1,000 to 










 once the Master




 will ask the board
 of trustees to 
approve
 the 
garage this month. 
- 
ASS( klATED STUDENTS




























SJSU will also ask the trustees to approve  
n $3 million 
bid for the
 expansion of Spartan Stadium.
 Construction 
may begin as soon as January. 
"We 
will
 have $16 million worth 
of
 actual construction 
going 
on during this academic 
year,"
 Evans said. 
The School of Social Science will move ,nto the Old 
Science Building, while the new Computer Center will 
occupy the present 
Reserve  Book Room. 
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"We look pretty good 
but we 
only have ourselves 
to compare
 us to," Elway 
said.  
Elway  speaks with 
guarded 
optimism  because 
his squad must host 
defending PCAA champion 
Utah State
 in a crucial 
opener, and then go on the 
road 
against






In order to have any 
success offensively against 
these tough defensive 







beginning, Elway has not 
hesitated to say what he 
wants to do offensively. 
pass. "We will pass 20 to 40 
times a game," Elway 
said. 
In senior Ed Luther. 
Elway is quick to admit
 he 
may have found the perfect 
quarterback for his wide 
open offense. 
"He's mature, strong-
armed and accurate," 
Elway said. 
I.uther comes into this 
season with outstanding 
credentials. Last year, as 
the nation's  fourth
-leading 








 Luther has done 
nothing 
to discredit those 
credentials
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"They  haVe 





















































































































































to the split 
end  spot after 
finishing last 










last year with 23 
catches.  
At running back, 
Jewerl Thomas returns as 
San Jose's breakaway 
threat.
 Thomas ran for 717 
yards last year and caught
 
21 passes, scoring
 a team -
high eight touchdowns. 
At fullback, 
Elway 
feels he has found the 
"tough, smart, durable" 
runner he needs in senior 
Jim Walsh. Walsh, who 
didn't see significant 
playing 
time
 last year. is 
being counted on to get the 
tough inside
 yards for the 
Spartans and throw the 
blocks that will spring 
Thomas. 
Although
 Elway feels 
he needs a little more 
depth 
in the running back 
department
 because of the 
loss of last year's third 
leading rusher, Leroy 
A exander, he has found a 
good prospect in junior 
Bob 
P easant. Pleasant is small 
at 
5'8",  175 pounds, but has 
ben impressive in sum-
mer  drills.  
Coming into this 




was the defensive line. 
Despite the questionable 
status of Rod Traylor, out 
with a knee injury, Elway 
has been pleasantly sur-
prised with the progress of 
his down linemen so far. 
Among those singled out by 
Elway was - Bernard 
Justiniani, a part-time 
starter last year, 
who 
seems to have come 
into 
his own. 
When asked about 
the strength of his 3-4 
defense, Elway is quick to 
point his linebackers out. 
"They're a good 
athletic 
group, with good hands and 
quickness. They're very 
precise," 
Elway  said. 
John Kulusich and 
Cheyenne Tuufuli anchor 
the inside spots for SJSU. 
while Bill Benjamin and 
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September 5   Wizards 
September 12   Unmarried 
Woman  
September  19   
California Suite 
September 26   
Capricorn
 One 
October 3   Norma Rae 
October 




Live in Concert 
October




 24   
Superman, 










 7   Girlfriends  
November













 12   
Up 
In


















































suddenly  finds 
his job in doubt
 as fresh-




group  of solid 
talent on paper.
 Elway has 
reason to be 
optimistic,  at 































SCALE OFFERS JOB 
EXPERIENCE















Tickets for all SJSU 
home football games are 
available in the Athletic 
Ticket Office 
in the Men's 
Gym daily from




















$26  per 
pair. 
Tickets for a selected
 
four home games are 
available
 for $22 per pair, 
Iand
 
single -game tickets 
are 
$3.50. 
Faculty -staff season 
tickets are on sale for $22. 
For  more information, 
Icall
 the Athletic 
Ticket  
Office




the student body of 
San 
lose
 State University 
To 
hear





men  and 
womenwhile
 they













































Outside the Bookstore 
For more information







































To those of us who follow sports, the return
 to school 
each fall means one thing  football season is just around 
the corner. 
Even though some bureaucratic
 monster decides we 
at SJSU have to return to school in August,
 we still 
mustn't wait long to see the first pigskin fly, 
thanks to an 
increase in 
the size of both 












 and followers, their 197^ 
Spartans will be 
unveiled 
Saturday,
 under the guidance of 
new coach Jack 
Elway.
 
SJSU will take to the Spartan Stadium gridiron at 1 
p.m. against 
powerful  
Utah State. in the season




which tied for the 
league  cham-





 given the 
edge
 over SJSU, in 
both the 
opening  contest and the
 conference race. 
To be sure, the confrontation
 Saturday is a big one for 
both clubs, but for SJSU, 









-10 members Stanford, 
California 
and Arizona. A loss to the Aggies
 could be the 
beginning of 
what might be an 0-4 start, but
 Elway doesn't 
look at it 
that  way. 
"I don't think of the 
first four games as a lump sum," 
Elway said. 




Elway  has a knack
 for looking on the bright side of 
everything, shying 
away
 only from the 
inevitable  com-
parison with
 Pac-10 neighbors 
Stanford
 and California. 
"I 
think  we're going to win 
the conference." Elway 
said. 
"I
 wouldn't say anything else.
 I didn't go through all 
that 
(moving




come in second. 
"But 
if beating Stanford and Cal
 is the one criteria for 
,ticcess, I'm 
going to have a 
helluva time." 
Indeed
 he would, but 
hopefully,  that won't be the 
criteria. 
Despite the fact 




 are not in the 
same
 class as the 
Cardinals and
 Bears. For the 
benefit
 of everyone con-
nected with 
SJSU,  it would be 
best
 to realize that. 
The
 simple fact is that SJSU 
lacks the resources to 
compete on 
a consistently equal





 is to get on an equal 
basis,"  Elway said. 
That means more 
money,  scholarships, and a quality
 
stadium big enough 
to accommodate Pac-10
 foes. 
be someday, such will be 
the case, but for now. 
Spartan followers 
must  be realistic. 
Elway 
deserves that much, for 
two  reasons. 
First,  he promises to bring 
an exciting brand of 
football to Spartan Stadium. 
something
 that was con-
spicuously absent under former coach Lynn Stiles. 
The jazzed -up offense will come from a 
predominantly aerial attack, according to Elway. 
"I've  always believed in the passing game."
 Elway 
said. "You have to have the big play. We're going to 
throw  
the 
ball a lot." 
The second reason Elway deserves a 
chance  is that he 
comes across as a straightforward, 
honest  man, generally 
concerned for the well-being of 
his  players. 
"I'm 
going  to have guys end up with a degree," Elway 
said. "I won't put up with guys who won't go to class. I've 
never asked an instructor to do a player a favor as long as 
I've been coaching, and I never will." 
Elway's honesty applies in other areas too. 
"I don't b.s. young people." Elway said. 
"You  have to 
be honest and sincere. I tell the team if 
I think we're better 
than the team we're playing. and I tell them if I think 
we're worse." 
So when Jack Elway says he thinks his Spartans are 
going to win the PCAA title, you have to believe they have 
a pretty good chance. 


























































 in action 
Sunday  at Spartan
 Stadium. 
SJSU  dropped 









For  the first time




























SJSU  and 
Utah 
State, which 


















Bob  Eurich 
Sports  
of 
Fresno  for 




ability  to 
















































































































spokesman  for 
Eurich Sports.
 
"We  are presently
 
negotiating with
 other TV 
stations 
here
 in California 
and in 
Utah,"  he said. 
The Eurich 
organization plans to 
telecast 12 conference and 
intersectional football 




 addition. 10 
basketball
















to help us 
both in attendance
 and in 
recruiting." 
said  Bill 


















 he said. 
The telecasts
 will be 
seen locally through Gill 
Cable 
Sports  Channel 13, 
Channel 26 
in San Fran-




Radio  Station KXRX 






 games for the 
1979-80 season. 
by Mark Marymee 
Labor
 Day came 











Sunday,  drilling 
21 shots at the 
senior goalie in 
a 
4-2 Titan win at Spartan Stadium. 
Titan forward Mike 
Hunter,  with two goals on the 
afternoon, led a Fullerton 
offense  which outshot SJSU 
two-to-one and appeared to catch 
a sluggish Spartan 
defense off -guard 
throughout
 the game. Missing from that 
defense was veteran 
midfielder  John Bradley, who was 
kept out of the
 game with a pulled 
groin muscle. 
"Give Fullerton a lot 
of
 credit," SJSU coach Julie 
Menendez said after the
 contest. "They played a good 
game and we didn't
 play well. Hopefully we'll get 
Bradley  
back soon and 
he'll settle us down 
in the middle." 
While the first half was marked with sloppy play from 
both sides, Hunter got the Fullerton scorers untracked  by 
taking a pass from teammate Fernando Rameirez and 
driving it past Wallace at the 37:23 mark for a 1-0 lead. 
The
 Spartans didn't
 wait long to 
knot
 up the score 
as 
forward 
Joe  Pimentel 
took
 a looping pass 
from freshman 
Dave Todd and
 drilled a 
diving
 header from
 the right side
 
into 
the Titan net 
with
 6:04 remaining




 the first 
collegiate  goal 
for 
Pimentel, a freshman
 from Newark. 
Following the 
intermission, Rameirez
 struck first for 
the Titans as he took








Wallace. The goal came 17:22
 into the second 
period and
 opened the way for two









to dive to 
his  right to 
save  one 
shot
 from 






 within a 
period  of 
30 seconds. 
Wallace registered four 
saves  on the afternoon, but 
missed a fifth as midfielder 
Mike Fox drove up the middle 
of the Spartan defense and fired 
a shot past a beaten 








Titan  scoring 
with  a diving 
header  of his 
own
 off a Fox 
assist into 
the  right 
corner
 of the SJSU 
goal, boosting 
the 
Fullerton lead to 
4-1. 
The  final Spartan goal came during a hectic 
exchange  
with 9:23 left in the game.
 Freshman fullback Mike Hurst
 
first headed a shot off 
the Fullerton crossbar which 
teammate 
Steve  Burke then 
attempted
 to head into the 
Titan net. Burke's 
shot
 also caromed off 
the top of the 
Fullerton  goal, bouncing back 
out  to Hurst who punched 
home his 
first goal ass Spartan. 
Menendez noted as positive points of the match, the 
performances of freshmen Pimentel and Hurst. 
"We'll get better as we go 
along,"
 Menendez said. 
"We need work in the middle and the front
 line. We should 
start putting things together." 
The Spartans take on Sacramento State at 8 p.m. 
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7187 
EARN AND LEARN (Do 
schoolwork
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Print Your Ad Here: 
(Count  approximately 30 letters and
























































































whose  last 
names  
begin  with 
the  letters 
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 off for lunch
 between 
noon






well, SJSU loan collection super-
visor,  all federally insured loans, 
including National Direct Student 
Loans, Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grants, Supplementary 
Educational Opportunity Grants and 
scholarships of all kinds, will be 
disbursed to the approximately 4,000 
students 
receiving
 aid during the 












themselves  and 
the 



































If by  any chance a 
recipient 
can't make 
any of the disbursement
 
dates, there 
is still time. Starting
 
Friday, 








 107, 9 a.m.
 to 
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 of soft 
















 machines," said 
Spartan 
Shops  General Manager Ed 
Zant, but that 
percentage  isn't verN 
high because most of the money goes
 





MEChA  will 










































from 9 p.m. to 
midnight  in 






for more information. 
   
The Inter-Varsit 
Christian 
Fellowship  will 
hold its first 
meeting  at 7 
p.m. 




Room.  Everyone 
is welcome. Call 
Alan 
Logan
 at 287-3918 for more 
information. 





meet at 3:30 
p.m.  today in 
the S.U. Pacheco
 Room. 
   
IEEE,
 The Institute 
of 






















persons  are 
welcome. 
   



















 26. in the 
basement,  
MWF
 from 10 
1(.111  to 
noon.
 or TTli from 
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 
and 4 to 5 p.m. Contact 
Ruth Roche at 277-2619 or 
297-3984 for further details. 
   
Campus Ambassadors 
will hold Bible studies at 
11:30 a.m. for women and 
12:30 p.m.  for men and 
women today in 
the S.U. 
Montalvo Room. Contact 
Bob Berger at 377-7755
 for 
more information. 
















SCALE Day tomorrow 
from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
the first floor of the Student 
Union. Representatives of 
35 community 
agencies  and 
schools will be on campus 
to recruit 
students  for 
volunteer  and internship 
positions
 throughout the 
community. Call Suzie 
Hair at 
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sign-up  at the
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ALL 10.iow







































































































































Thursday  by 
San Jose Police
 near SJSU. 
Charles Roland 








































for a series of rapes and 
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277-2985,  or 
come
 
to 
room
 
110, 
MacQuarrie
 
ARMY
 
ROTC.
 
